Abstract. We study the scalar-tensor-tensor non-Gaussian signal in an inflationary model comprising also an axion coupled with SU(2) gauge fields. In this set-up, metric fluctuations are sourced by the gauge fields already at the linear level providing an enhanced chiral gravitational waves spectrum. The same mechanism is at work in generating an amplitude for the three-point function that is parametrically larger than in standard single-field inflation.
Introduction
A period of accelerated expansion in the early universe, inflation has been hypothesized [1] in order to solve a number of puzzling initial conditions in the standard hot bigbang cosmology. Already in its simplest formulation, that of a scalar field minimally coupled to gravity, inflation can resolve such issues and provides a mechanism by which quantum fluctuations at early times are swept up by inflation to become the primordial seeds for structures to form in the universe.
The spectacular advances in observational cosmology in recent decades have refined the allowed range for viable inflationary models. A nearly scale-invariant spectrum of primordial adiabatic scalar fluctuations are required for agreement with observations with only small (f nl O(10)) non-Gaussianities [2] . These constraints notwithstanding, the inflationary paradigm can accommodate a rich particle content. An observational window on inflation is then automatically also a precious portal to high energy physics and a very special one at that; it provides access to beyondstandard-model energy scales that can be as high as 10 14 GeV, well out of the reach of earth-bound particle colliders. Extra field content is not just an interesting possibility for inflation, it is also a natural one. To give just one example, in supersymmetric theories, unless supersymmetry is broken at scales much higher than the Hubble scale, E H, the inflationary vacuum energy will break supersymmetry so that some of the resulting particles will have masses m ∼ H. Even if such massive fields are long lost to us today, cosmological observables (e.g., the squeezed configuration of the bispectrum) can carry the imprint of their early dynamics so that one can engage in cosmological archeology and search for such fossils [3] . Interestingly, information on the spin, mass and coupling of these particles can still be accessible today [4] .
Given the plethora of inflationary setups still compatible with observational bounds, one may rely on future cosmological probes to identify the most compelling scenarios, as well as the requirement of a theoretically robust implementation of inflation. The latter includes navigating the perils of the so-called η-problem; in the absence of a sufficiently powerful symmetry, the inflaton potential will receive loop corrections of the form V 0 (φ/M P ) n making its mass too large (m ∼ H) to sustain a sufficiently long expansion.
An approximately shift-symmetric potential can significantly ameliorate the η-problem as in the well-known case of natural inflation [5] . In this context (see [6] for a review on the subject), the axion potential receives non-perturbative contributions from the gauge sector resulting in a left-over discrete shift symmetry for the field φ → φ + 2πf , with the dimensionful quantity f regulating the periodicity. Known string-theory constructions [7] suggest the constraint f < M P ; this hierarchy is further motivated by the fact that quantum gravity is expected to break all global symmetries. Given that observationally viable inflation via a single axion requires f > M P , in order to operate in an under-control inflationary regime one may couple the axion to other 1 sectors so as to effectively lower f .
One such example is that of an axionic inflaton directly coupled to gauge fields via the least-irrelevant shift-symmetric operator φFF . There exists a vast literature [9] on what remains a very active subject, and includes the possibility of FF being standard model gauge fields thus providing a natural reheating scenario (see e.g. [10] ). In light of the axion-gauge coupling, an entire class of axion inflation models share intriguing potential signatures: a chiral gravitational wave signal, and in particular one that can grow at smaller scales (blue spectrum) 2 . It is worth pointing out that similar models have recently been employed in the context leptogenesis via axial-gravitational anomaly [13] .
An intriguing specific realization of axion inflation is known as chromo-natural inflation (CNI) [14] : here the coupling is to SU(2) gauge fields 3 , allowing for isotropic background solutions ( [16, 17] provide a non-exhaustive list of works on the subject). Remarkably, a scan of the parameter space of CNI reveals regions generating signatures detectable by both CMB probes and interferometers. Further studies [18] showed that the simplest realization of CNI is excluded by Planck data. This has lead to an extension of the model [19] (see also [20] ) that retains all its original intriguing features; the tension with data is resolved by equipping the scalar sector with an additional field, now driving inflation. The extra field is not necessarily an axion and therefore its potential need not be shift-symmetric. Crucially, detection-level gravitational waves can be generated already at sub-Planckian values for the axion field-excursion, thereby reducing the effect of loop corrections on the inflationary potential. Interestingly, it has recently been shown how both CNI and its extension can be embedded in supegravity and string theory [21] .
We consider in this paper the model introduced in [19] . The SU(2)-based enhancement of gravitational waves can lead to detectable EB , T B signals for upcoming CMB probes and may be searched for using existing interferometers (and a cross-correlation thereof) [22] . It has recently been shown that this setup supports large tensor non-Gaussianities [23] and we will show here that the same is true for the scalar-tensor-tensor correlation.
This paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we review the model and its predictions at the level of the power spectra; in Section 3 we present the calculation of the scalar-tensor-tensor bispectrum and discuss our findings on its shape and amplitude with an eye on perturbativity bounds inherited also from the scalar-sector; conclusions are in Section 4. More details about the calculations can be found in the Appendices.
The model
As mentioned above, our model includes spectator fields (i.e. fields providing a subleading contribution to the total energy density during inflation), including an axion field χ and an SU(2) gauge field A a µ , in addition to the inflaton sector,
where L φ is the inflaton Lagrangian,
) has been used. The background equations of motion and the linear perturbation analysis were first presented in [19] . In this section, we review the main results and identify the model parameters that will appear in the bispectrum computation. The background for the gauge field can be chosen as
The scalars Q and χ have coupled equations of motion. Under minimal assumptions on the parameters and in a regime of slow-roll for the fields, the effective potential for Q is minimized by
From the same equations of motion it also follows that 3) where the parameter m Q ≡ g Q/H is to be interpreted as the mass, in units of Hubble, of the gauge field fluctuations. Einstein's equations lead to the following relation among slow-roll parameters:
The metric tensor fluctuations (h ij ) are linearly sourced by the tensor perturbations of the gauge field. The latter experience (near horizon crossing) a growth in one of their two polarizations that is controlled by m Q ; as a result, the corresponding helicity in the gravitational waves is enhanced. This non-zero chirality can be understood as a consequence of the parity-breaking nature of the gauge-field background. The expression for the sourced power spectrum is given by 6) where F = F(m Q ) (a more detailed derivation can be found in [19] ). The transient instability of the gauge field tensor fluctuations can be understood as an energy transfer from the rolling axion. The SU (2)-sensitive contribution to the power spectrum of gravitational waves (GW) can be larger than the one from vacuum fluctuations and within reach of upcoming experimental probes [19] ; the model predicts chiral gravitational waves that would be observable for a sizable portion of its parameter space [22] . Our set-up serves as an explicit example of the fact that detectable GW may be generated even at a relatively low value for H, thus breaking the one-to-one r ↔ H correspondence between the tensor-to-scalar ratio and the energy scale of inflation (see [24] for more about the lower bound on H in this context).
The tensor power spectrum is characterized by a broad (depending on model parameters) feature, a distinctive scale dependent "bump" that results from the background evolution of the axion-gauge field system. From this feature originates the fact that there is in this model ample room for a blue tensor spectral index, crucial for direct detection by interferometers. Having lifted the burden of driving inflation from the axion (in order to recover compatibility with data [18] ), in the extended model one may enhance sourced gravitational waves on different scales by sampling the parameter space and acting on the coupling between the fields.
Moving on to the power spectrum of curvature fluctuations, this will depend on the precise form of L φ and, naturally, also on the specific dynamics one may postulate for the post-inflationary evolution of the spectator sector. The axion δχ and gauge field (δQ, M ) scalar fluctuations are directly coupled with one another (and only gravitationally coupled to the inflaton fluctuations). We note that these modes will undergo a tachyonic instability [18] starting in the sub-horizon regime unless m Q ≥ √ 2. We will confine our analysis to such viable region of the parameter space.
Both the inflaton field and scalar fluctuations of the spectator sector contribute to curvature perturbations. The authors of [19] chose to be as agnostic as possible on the details of L φ . It is nevertheless necessary to ensure that the field φ is the one driving inflation and that furthermore there exists a hierarchy among the slow-roll parameters with φ max . The latter condition ensures that the spectral index can satisfy existing observational constraints. Under such conditions the power spectrum of curvature perturbation is dominated by the inflaton contributions and is only mildly affected by the axion and gauge fields. However, for a more careful analysis, see Section 3.2.
STT bispectrum from Chern-Simons interactions
The χ FF interaction of Eq. (2) supports a transient growth in one of the SU (2) tensor polarizations that propagates to the corresponding helicity in the GW power spectrum. This mechanism is also in place for higher-order correlation functions. The GW bispectrum for the theory in Eq. (2) has been calculated in [23] , where it was shown that the SU (2) contribution to tensor non-Gaussianity can be significantly larger than the one of standard single field inflation.
It is intuitively clear that, because the growth of the sourcing mode function occurs (only) near horizon crossing, the bispectrum shape will very much resemble the equilateral one, although there are some subtle differences with respect to the exact equilateral template. In an analogous fashion, one expects also mixed tensor-scalar correlators to receive the most sizable contributions from the gauge sector in equilateral configurations. The axion δχ is sourced by gauge tensor fluctuations via Chern-Simons interactions while in turn the curvature perturbation ζ receives contributions from δχ.
Scalar non-Gaussianity is constrained on large CMB scales by f nl O(10) [2] . These bounds will soon improve thanks to upcoming large-scale structure observations and new CMB polarization data. The ongoing development of new interferometers with improved sensitivity to the stochastic background of primordial GW [25] will also help us place stronger constraints on tensor and mixed non-Gaussianity. Non-Gaussian observables are invaluable as a probe of the production mechanism of primordial GW and, more broadly, the inflationary particle content [3] .
In what follows, we shall focus on the the (χ, t)-mediated h h ζ bispectrum contribution. The presence and form of the Chern-Simons interaction suggest that this one observable is particularly sensitive to the effects of gauge fields. A typical contribution of this kind is represented 4 in the diagram of Fig. (1) , which we evaluate in details in the remaining of this section. We will henceforth work with comoving fields, Ψ ij ≡ a M P l h ij /2, and u ≡ a δχ. The relation between the comoving curvature perturbation ζ and the axion field fluctuations, δχ is given, at leading order inχ/φ, by
1)
4 It is important to note here that the diagram in Fig. 1 is meant as a pictorial reminder of the fields and interactions in play but should not be intended as the exact in-in formalism representation of the calculation. This is because the presence of the two-fields vertex in yellow requires a specific hierarchy between the interaction it represents and the rest of the quadratic action: δL
rest . Such inequality is not satisfied at all times therefore a consistent calculation entails either diagonalizing the system to avoid quadratic interactions or the use of Green's functions methods. We adopt the latter. Figure 1 . Black dotted lines represent the metric tensor h ; red lines stand for the gauge field tensor perturbation t ; the solid black line indicates the curvature perturbation ζ (χ) . The green vertex arises from the Chern-Simons contribution to δχ t t. The yellow vertex (to be understood according to the caveat stressed above) arises from the quadratic mixing term h t in the Lagrangian.
where U χ ≡ ∂ χ U and V φ ≡ ∂ φ V . The scalar-tensor-tensor bispectrum then reads
Perturbative solutions
Tensor perturbations are expanded in Fourier space as
where
. . , and dots indicate higher-order terms in the perturbative expansion. In the equation just above T is a placeholder for Ψ ij as well as for the transverse and traceless part of the gauge field fluctuations δA a i ⊃ t ai . This expansion will be convenient in light of the Green's function method, which we adopt throughout this manuscript 5 . Similarly, for the scalar field we have 4) with u k (t) = u 
k (t) + . . . . To lowest order in the perturbative expansion, one finds
We are interested in the non-Gaussianity arising from the gauge field effect on the metric tensor perturbations. The latter are linearly sourced by the SU (2) tensor fluctuations, with one helicity acquiring a larger amplitude than the other, as reviewed in Section 2. We will focus here on the leading helicity mode, setting Ψ = Ψ R from now on. Formally, the equation of motion for the metric tensor fluctuations reads (3.6) where O Ψ is the operator describing the homogeneous equation of motion, O Ψ Ψ k = 0, while S Ψ acts as a source due to self-couplings as well as to interactions with other fields. The solution to (3.6) at i th order takes the form
where G Ψ k is the Green's function of Ψ and S (i)Ψ k the source term, expanded at the same order. The leading-order terms relevant for the diagram in Fig. 1 , and included in the expansion (3.5) , are
The quantity S
originates from the quadratic interactions between tensor modes in the metric and the fluctuations of the gauge fields. S [t (2) ] k is the source term for Ψ due the second order perturbation in the gauge field, specifically the one corresponding to the terms δχ t 2 in the cubic Lagrangian. More explicitly, for the gauge field one has 10) and t 11) where G t k is the Green's function for t. The relevant contribution to t (2) is given by
Once free fields are quantized, the corresponding sourced fields inherit the same set of creation/annihilation operators. Indicating t λ k as the solution to the homogenous equation of motion for the SU (2) tensor modes 6 , one may write the field operator as 13) where [a
Given the equation of motion for the scalar field, 14) with G u k the Green's function for u. With u (1) the free-field, the expression for u (2) is given by 15) where
is, once again, obtained from the cubic Lagrangian in δχ t 2 .
Let us begin by focusing on Ψ
k . To derive u (2) , one expands the ChernSimons interaction to third order
The corresponding equation of motion for u reads (more details on the derivation can be found in Appendix A)
The Green's function for u in the limit of negligible mass for the axion and in the regime kτ → 0, is given by 18) Notice that, in the massless limit for the axion, one has G 19) where J k is the right-hand side of Eq. (3.17) . Combining Eqs. (3.8) and (3.19) , after summing over all permutations, one obtains the final result 20) where D p is the differential operator defining the quadratic mixing between tensor modes of the metric and tensor perturbations of the gauge field,
τ ). Note that in writing Eq. (3.20) we defined
where "Re" stands for real part and the index R on the mode function for the gauge fields has been dropped for simplicity. Before proceeding any further, one ought to point out that the amplitudes stemming from the three contributions in Eq. (3.5) are all parametrically similar to one another (see Eq. B.8). However, the structure of the contributions with Ψ (2) in Eq. (3.5) is different from those with u (2) in that they entail a double time-integral rather than products of independent integrals (see Appendix B for the explicit expressions). Nevertheless, for the reasons outlined above, we expect a similar shape, i.e. with a peak in the equilateral configuration. In the remainder of the section we focus on the u (2) contribution, but we stress that the discussion on the final results applies to both contributions.
Amplitudes and shapes
We report in Fig. 2 the three contributions, (3.21) through (3.23) , to the scalar-tensortensor bispectrum for a sample set of parameters. The sum of the three terms is also shown. As anticipated, the shape profile peaks in the equilateral configuration. Let us now move on to the bispectrum amplitude. It is instructive to report here the three contributions labelled A, B, C:
where Figure 2 . Plot of the contributions to (pqk) 2 B hhζ arising from the A, B and C terms in Eq. (3.24) (upper panels and lower left panel), and plot of the total (pqk) 2 B hhζ (lower right panel). The following set of parameters has been chosen in generating the plots above:
We considered these particular values for the parameters for the sake of comparison with the existing literature. However, for a parameter region that has been filtered through the lenses of perturbativity bounds see Section 3.2 and Appendix C. Naturally, we expect that the shape, unlike the amplitude, does not depend on the choice of these parameters.
Before elaborating further on the magnitude of the bispectrum, we take a quick detour to discuss the power spectrum contributions arising from the same interactions, i.e. ζ (2)χ ζ (2) χ . This is a one-loop correction to the tree-level scalar power spectrum. The consistency of the perturbative expansion rests on the fact that such contribution, as well as those at higher loops, is sub-leading with respect to the tree-level observable. This fact will also be reflected on the bispectrum. Using Eqs. (3.21)-(3.23) , one finds that the amplitude of the bispectrum (3.24) can be expressed in the following form
where we have defined P tree ζ as the scale-invariant tree-level power spectrum of curvature fluctuations and ∆ 2 as the correction introduced by the loop, i.e. ζ (2)χ ζ
In deriving (3.26) , the expression for P s h from Eq. (2.6) has been used. Parametrizing the scalar-tensor-tensor non-Gaussianity as f nl ≡ B hhζ /P 2 ζ , one obtains
One may verify that, for ∆ 2 < 10 −5/3 , the parameter space of the model supports a one-loop contribution to the scalar power spectrum that is subdominant with respect to the tree-level contribution. Under the same condition, the scalar non-Gaussianity arising from these interactions remains below the upper bounds from Planck and a sizable P s h P vacuum h is allowed (see Appendix C for more details). It is useful at this stage to compare the result in (3.27) to the scalar-tensor-tensor nonGaussianity in standard single field inflation. From [26] , and using the above definition for f nl , one finds f standard nl ∼ r 2 . On the other hand, the parameter space of the model we have been studying allows for a bispectrum as large as The perturbativity bound notwithstanding, the scalar-tensor-tensor non-Gaussianity from SU(2) gauge fields shows a remarkable enhancement with respect to the standard result.
Tensor-scalar-scalar bispectrum
For the sake of completeness, we provide below an estimate of the SU (2) contribution to the tensor-scalar-scalar (tss) three-point function of the model. We leave a more thorough treatment to future work. There are two relevant diagrams contributing to the tss bispectrum that originate from the Chern-Simons interaction and from metric tensor-gauge field interactions: Figure 4 . Black dotted lines stand for propagators of the metric tensor perturbation h ; red lines represent the gauge field tensor perturbation t ; the solid black line indicates the curvature perturbation, ζ χ . The green vertex stems from the Chern-Simons contribution to the δχ t 2 interaction, the yellow vertex from the quadratic Lagrangian in h t (usual caveats apply), the blue and the red vertices from the cubic Lagrangian respectively in h t 2 and t 3 .
Let us call (a) the diagram on the left and (b) the one of the right of Fig. 4 . We report below the estimate for the corresponding amplitudes:
29)
where the coefficients c (i) and c (ii) are the coupling constants characterizing the cubic Lagrangian for tensor fluctuations (see Eqs. (5)- (7) of [23] ). In Eqs. (3.29)-(3.30) we also used the fact that the SU(2)-sourced tensor power spectrum, P s h , is proportional to two (integrated) t mode-functions.
Introducing f nl ≡ B hζζ / (P ζ ) 2 , one finds (3.35) where in the last step the sample values m Q = 3, B = 10 −4 have been used to provide a concrete comparison with the standard case. We pause here to stress that, unlike for the scalar-tensor-tensor bispectrum, the results in this subsection are to be considered estimates and need to be confirmed by a full calculation. Since this observable is not the main focus of the paper, we leave a more thorough analysis to future work.
Conclusions
The model studied here belongs to an important class of theories characterized by a sourced gravitational waves signal in excess of tensor vacuum fluctuations. The analysis of the dynamics and the signatures of similar set-ups represents a cautionary tale against the temptation to immediately read off the inflationary energy scale directly from the value of the tensor-to-scalar ratio. The distinctive signatures of the SU(2)-equipped model [19] includes a blue or otherwise bumpy chiral gravitational waves power spectrum to a level accessible by upcoming observations [19, 22] , along with enhanced tensor non-Gaussianity [23] . Mixed tensor-scalar non-Gaussianities are just as important. These provide additional predictive power, which is crucial to help constrain the model parameters.
In this paper we derive predictions for the scalar-tensor-tensor bispectrum and focus in particular on the effects of the axion-SU(2) fields coupling. We find that the three-point function is significantly enhanced with respect to its counterpart in the minimal inflationary scenario. Our focus has been on the impact on observables of a controlled growth in the gauge tensor modes near horizon crossing. Given that this dynamics is essentially localized at the horizon, the resulting shape function is expected to peak in the equilateral configuration. This is indeed the outcome of our analysis, as shown in Figs.(2-3) .
The work presented here can be extended in a number of directions. It would be important to generate forecasts detailing the constraining power that upcoming experiments will have on mixed non-Gaussianity. A full analysis of the shape function also entails the comparison with existing templates in order to help distinguish this class of models from other scenarios.
Our results call for detailed studies of the scalar sector of the theory resulting from the choice of a specific inflaton Lagrangian, L φ . Perhaps most importantly, for a complete characterization of this and similar models it is essential to study the postinflationary evolution of the axion and the gauge fields. 
In momentum space one finds 2) where k 1 ≡ k − k 2 . Using the relation i ijk k i e λ j = ±ke λ k , where + is for λ = L and − is for λ = R, and the definitions for E and m Q , one arrives at Eq. (3.17) .
We present here our derivation of the contribution from Ψ
to the scalartensor-tensor correlation:
3)
The metric fluctuation to second order reads 5) and G t q is the Green's function for the gauge field tensor fluctuations.
q is the source term appearing in the second-order equation of motion for the gauge field, specifically the one due to the δχ · t · t Chern-Simons interaction: 6) where indicates the derivative w.r.t. conformal time τ and
(B.7)
Here k 2 = q − k 1 and ± correspond, respectively, to λ = L, R. After performing the Wick contractions, one arrives at (for one permutation)
p (τ )δχ 8) C Bounds from perturbativity and from scalar non-Gaussianity
We estimate here the one-loop power spectrum arising from the same interactions contributing to the tensor-tensor-scalar bispectrum analyzed in this paper: Figure 5 . Diagrammatic representation of P 1loop ζ arising from the Chern-Simons interaction. Red lines represent the gauge field tensor perturbation, t, solid black lines represents the curvature perturbation, ζ. The green vertex arises from the Chern-Simons contribution to δχ · t · t.
One finds (schematically) 1) where I A, B, C were introduced in Eqs. (3.25) and we defined ζ
Let us now take a closer look at the parameters in the model to put (C.1) in a more explicit form. To this aim, we will make use of Eqs. (2.2)-(2.3), which we report below
We also remind the reader that m Q ≡ g Q/H. In the slow-roll regime for Q, one finds It is straightforward to verify that the bound from scalar non-Gaussianity, i.e. from ζ In deriving the latter bound we considered current Planck constraints on equilateral non-Gaussianity. The saturation of this bound, which is slightly more stringent than the perturbativity bound on the power spectrum, corresponds to the amplitude reported in Eq. (3.28) .
